Topoisomerase II (Top2) removes topological linkages between replicated chromosomes.
INTRODUCTION
Mitotic catastrophe (MC) is a class of cell death still poorly understood, and with a 43 conflictive definition among the scientific community [1] [2] [3] . In its most general acceptation, From previous analysis by videomicroscopy, we know that most top2-5 doublets (2 166 bodies) and all triplets (3 bodies) have passed anaphase and thus completed a MC after 6 h at 167 37 ºC [25] . Nevertheless, we decided to complete the analysis of the immediate progeny by 168 testing whether the observed cell bodies have accomplished cell separation. Our reasoning 169 was that separation by micromanipulation would demonstrate that cell bodies have become 170 individual daughter cells. Indeed, we could separate with the needle more than half of the 171 doublets and triplets (Fig. 2C , middle concentric circle in the sunburst chart). We next tried to 172 correlate the ability of all these cells to form macrocolonies but found that they were largely 173 unviable. The percentage of macrocolonies (~2%) was much lower than expected, indicating 174 that that micromanipulation killed cells that otherwise would have retained viability. 175 We noticed from the microcolony experiments performed above that cells swelled 176 after prolonged incubations at 37 ºC ( Fig. 2A ). After 24 h at 37 ºC, the volume occupied by 177 the original mother cell doubled (Fig. 2D) . Downshift of the temperature to 25 ºC only 178 modestly deflated these cells. In addition, a low proportion of cell bodies underwent lysis 179 ("0"; 2 → 1 and 3 → 2 categories in Fig. 2B sunburst charts) . These findings, together with 180 the hypersensitivity to micromanipulation, led us to consider osmotic stress (due to the 181 continuous growth in size of the mother cell) as a possible cause underlying the long-term 182 inviability and/or short-term inability to divide of the top2 progeny. However, addition of 1.2 183 M sorbitol, an osmotic stabilizer, neither prevented cells from swelling (Fig. 2D ) nor 184 improved long-term viability ( Fig. 2E ; S1B) or short-term division capability ( Fig. 2F ; Table   185 S1). Cell death after prolonged absence of Top2 activity occurs slowly, asynchronously, 188 asymmetrically and is independent of the Yca1 metacaspase. 189 Next, we analysed cell bodies in these microcolonies more closely, seeking other 190 morphological patterns of cell disease aside from swelling; for example, lysis, darkening and 191 loss of the rounded shape (Fig. 3A) . Most of these morphological features have been 192 previously related to different forms of cell death. Because the top2-5 strain also carries a 193 GFP-labeled H2A histone, we also monitored nuclear morphology and chromatin integrity 194 (i.e., GFP intensity). Cells still looked fully healthy after 6 h at 37 ºC (no difference with 0 h), 195 despite the great loss in the ability of the progeny to divide. Only after prolonged 37 ºC 196 incubations did the cells start to look clearly sick. Still, more than 50% of cell bodies 197 harboured a nuclear GFP signal even 24 h following the 37 ºC upshift. This GFP signal co-198 existed in cell progenies that showed unhealthy patterns in the bright field such as swelled, 199 darkened, or non-rounded cell bodies. 200 In order to better study cell death after top2 MC, we employed other means that 201 required experiments to be performed in liquid media instead of Petri dishes. We first 202 quantified the rate of cell death and metabolic decline by staining with the vital dye 203 methylene blue (MB) (Fig. 3B ). This dye stains dead cells blue, although it can also stain 204 cells that are alive but metabolically attenuated [29] . A time course after the 37 ºC upshift 205 showed that there was not a major increase in MB positive cell bodies in the first 4 h (the 206 equivalent in liquid cultures to 6 h on solid medium; [25] ). In general, the increase in MB+ 207 bodies was linear, but even 24 h after the 37 ºC upshift ~40% of cell bodies were not stained 208 by MB. These staining experiments uncovered two other properties of the top2 MC: i) it was 209 common that only one cell body was MB+ in doublets and triplets (Fig. S3A) ; and ii) both 210 11 unbudded and budded cells were equally stained ( Fig. S3B ). Regarding the first observation, 211 the result suggests that loss of vitality is not coordinated between mother and daughter(s) 212 cells. This asymmetry also confirms that many doublets must have completed cytokinesis 213 despite remaining together. As for the second observation, the staining pattern suggests that 214 loss of vitality occurs in an asynchronous fashion in terms of any preference for a cell cycle 215 stage.
216
Because MB does not distinguish whether cell bodies are dead or simply 217 metabolically stressed, we next sought other more informative vital stains. First, we 218 employed the fluorescent vitality probe FUN1©. This probe stains metabolically active live 219 cells with red vacuolar aggregates [30] . FUN1© is considered more informative and reliable 220 than MB. With this probe we confirmed that only ~10% of cell bodies have lost vitality after 221 just 4 h at 37 ºC (left chart of Fig. 3C; Fig. S4 ). It was also surprising that vitality decline still 222 affected no more than 40% of all cell bodies after 24 h at 37 ºC. 223 We also used Propidium Iodide (PI) to monitor cell viability. Loss of plasma 224 membrane impermeability is considered a bona fide marker of cell death [27] . PI is only able 225 to fluorescently stain cells that have lost such impermeability. Anticipating some sort of RCD 226 after the top2 MC, we decided to accompany PI staining in red with reporters for either 227 reactive oxygen species (ROS) or externalization of phosphatidylserine (PS) at the plasma 228 membrane; both in green (DCFH-DA and annexinV-FITC, respectively). Intrinsic ROS 229 production has been observed during RCD in all eukaryotes, including yeast, and is 230 considered one of most reliable RCD markers [31] . After overnight growth at 25 ºC (0h), the 231 top2-5 strain had neither dead cells nor cells with ROS (right part of Fig. 3C, Fig. S5 ). Four 232 hours after the 37 ºC temperature shift, there was only a slight increase in dead cell bodies 233 12 (~6%) and almost no signs of ROS in the rest (~3%). Only after 24 h of incubating the cells 234 at 37 ºC, we found a significant proportion of both ROS (~20%) and dead cells (~20%). It is 235 noteworthy that the percentage of PI+ cells was still relatively low after this 24 h incubation, 236 and 60% of all cell bodies were still resistant to PI and free of ROS. Similarly, PS 237 externalization is considered a conserved bona fide marker of RCD [32] . Double staining 238 with PI and annexin V-FITC in cells where the cell wall has been digested (a necessary step 239 for annexin V to reach externalized PS) showed less than 10% of cell bodies with the staining 240 expected for early apoptosis, even 24 h after the temperature upshift ( Fig. S6 ; annexin V 241 positive plus PI negative). It is noteworthy that there were more dead cell bodies (PI positive) 242 in this assay than in the ROS/PI assay (~60% vs. ~20%). This observation is likely a 243 consequence of digesting the cell wall, since the plasma membrane of swollen cells at 24 h 244 might collapse during the treatment. 245 We next examined if the observed pattern of death after the top2 MC was altered by a 246 mutation in caspase. We reasoned that this approach might shed more light on the RCD/ACD 247 nature of the observed death, considering the low presence of intrinsic ROS and the technical 248 caveats of the annexin V assay. Hence, we deleted the only caspase-like gene in yeast, 249 YCA1/MCA1. Yca1 is required for RCD in yeast in response to several environmental stresses 250 [33] [34] [35] . In addition to cell death, we checked whether Yca1 modulated the other behaviours 251 seen in the top2 MC progeny (for example, the inability to divide and the slow decline in cell absence did not improve the ability of the immediate cell progeny to divide ( Fig. 3E ; Table   257 S1).
258
The overall conclusion from these experiments is that the immediate progeny of the 259 top2 MC enter a senescent-like state as they retain vitality but loses their ability to re-bud.
260
Senescence is only a transient state that lasts several hours or days, until cells eventually die.
261
The pattern of cell death (morphologically diverse, slow, asynchronous and asymmetrical), 262 together with the lack of effect of Yca1, suggest that loss of Top2 leads to ACD.
264
Chromosome ploidy modulates the ability of the progeny to divide. 265 All the experiments described above were carried out in haploid yeast cells. In 266 haploids, MC associated with the presence of partly unresolved sister chromatids, as in the 267 top2-5 mutant, is expected to be highly deleterious. Severing of these anaphase bridges result 268 in daughter cells that may lack several chromosome arms [11] . Based on this consideration, 269 one might expect that diploid cells would be more resistant to the consequences of top2 MC 270 than haploid cells. Thus, we studied the top2 MC in an isogenic homozygous top2-5/top2-5 271 diploid (2N) strain. Unlike its haploid counterparts, diploid cells were more often able to re-272 bud at least once. In fact, ~50% of all 2-3 cell bodies originated from just after 6h at 37 ºC 273 were able to do so after the 25 ºC downshift ( Fig. 4A ; Table S1 ). This percentage dropped 274 considerably if the progeny was incubated 24 h at 37 ºC. Strikingly, however, the increase in 275 the ability to divide again after the MC did not yield better clonogenic survival ( Fig. 4B ; 276 S1D), indicating that most of this viable progeny was competent to re-bud only in the first 277 generations. We also performed a microdissection analysis of the diploid top2 progeny.
278
Unlike haploid top2-5 cells, which was rather sensitive to micromanipulation, 13% of the 279 diploid progeny raised a macrocolony after the separation attempt ( Fig. 4C ). Altogether, we 280 conclude that a top2 MC in diploids results in better short-term ability to divide.
282
Genome instability footprints in the surviving progeny from the top2-mediated mitotic 283 catastrophe. 284 Above, we have just shown that ~25% of the top2-5 diploid cells still gave rise a 285 macrocolony after the 6h at 37ºC regime. We next examined the genomes of these survivors 286 in search for specific genomic footprints of the top2 MC. To accomplish this goal, instead of 287 using the homozygous isogenic diploid employed in the previous chapter, we generated a 288 highly heterozygous hybrid top2-5 diploid. The hybrid diploid was generated by crosses of 289 two sequence-diverged top2-5 haploids, derivatives of W303-1A and YJM789, which are 290 heterozygous for more than 55,000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) distributed aneuploidy for other chromosomes sometimes alters the color of the colony.
303
Microcolony and clonogenic experiments performed in the top2-5 hybrid diploid 304 FM1873 showed that this strain lost viability quicker than the isogenic homozygous diploid 305 in the S288C background ( Fig. 5B , C; S1E). There was a steady rise in red and/or red/white 306 sectored colonies among the survivors during the 37 ºC incubation, as expected if the top2 307 MC increases genome instability ( Fig. 5D ). We used microarrays to examine genomic 308 alterations in the control FM1873 isolate (no exposure to 37 ºC) and in isolates exposed to 37 309 ºC for 6 h, and then allowed to form colonies at 25 ºC ( Fig. 5E ; see also supplemental 310 information for interpretation on the genomic alterations picked up by SNP array). It is 311 important to stress that the SNP microarrays allow analysis of genomic alterations throughout 312 the genome in addition to those changes that occur on chromosome V [36, 37] . When the 313 control FM1873 strain was examined before exposure to the restrictive temperature, 314 surprisingly, we found that it was altered relative to an isogenic TOP2/TOP2 hybrid [40] .
315
More specifically, we realized that FM1873 carried a terminal loss of heterozygosity (T-316 LOH) on the right arm of chromosome XII (the longest chromosome arm in yeast). In 317 addition, all isolates had three to four copies of chromosome XIV. We tried several times to 318 recreate the hybrid top2-5 diploid but were unable to isolate a derivative that had only two 319 copies of XIV. Since this chromosome is the location of top2-5, it is likely that chromosome 320 XIV trisomes and tetrasomes have a selective growth advantage at the permissive 321 temperature over the diploids that have only two top2-5 copies. We generated an isogenic 322 derivative of FM1873 (MD684) that lacked the T-LOH event on XII, although it still had 323 extra copies of XIV. For our subsequent genomic analyses, we studied both FM1873 and 324 MD684.
16
The experimental strains were exposed to the restrictive temperature of 37 ºC by 326 incubating the cells for six hours either on plates or in liquid (details in Materials and 327 Methods); these two protocols resulted in similar levels of instability. A total of 27 isolates 328 were examined for FM1873 (13 experimental, 14 control), and 19 isolates of MD684 (10 329 experimental, 9 control). Somewhat surprisingly, the control single-colony isolates (cells not 330 exposed to 37 ºC) also had high rates of instability (Table 1 ; "C" samples), indicating that the 331 Top2p encoded by top2-5 does not have wild-type activity even at the permissive 332 temperature. Indeed, a previous biochemical study reported that the Top2-5 activity at 25 ºC 333 is 33% of that of wild type Top2 [41] . Among all isolates examined, we found 76 T-LOH 334 events, 3 interstitial LOH (I-LOH) events, 31 trisomies, 2 monosomies, and 6 uniparental 335 disomies (UPDs) ( Fig. 5E ; Table 1 ). The average number of genetic changes per strain 336 (including all the data of Table 1 ) was 3.3 alterations/isolate. Since the strains were grown 337 approximately 40 generations before microarray analysis, the rate of alterations/cell 338 division/isolate is about 8.3 x 10 -2 . In a previous microarray analysis of a wild-type diploid 339 isogenic with FM1873 and MD684, we found a rate of alterations of about 2 x 10 -3 /division, a 340 rate about 40-fold less than for the top2 strains. The most common alteration in the top2 341 strains was a T-LOH event (64% of the total events). These events likely reflect the repair of 342 a DSB by either a crossover or a break-induced replication (BIR) event (Fig. 5E ). The was not a preferred site for T-LOH events. Although the rDNA is about 60% of the right arm 352 of XII, only 30% (3 of 11) of the LOH events had a breakpoint in or near the rRNA genes. 353 We should point out that T-LOH events on XII could only be followed in the MD684 strains 354 (FM1873 already had a cXIIr T-LOH); hence, our estimate of the frequency of T-LOH events 355 on the right arm of XII is a minimal estimate.
356
In addition to LOH events, we observed 33 changes in chromosome number (31 trisomies 357 and 2 monosomies) ( whereas chromosome XV is large (1092 kb). Only one trisomy was observed involving one 361 of the three smallest chromosomes (I, VI, and III). Only three of the trisomies involved the 362 two largest chromosomes IV and XII. 363 We also observed six UPD events (Fig. 5E ). In strains with these events, the homolog is 364 present in two copies, but both copies are derived from one of the original parental homologs. (Fig. S8 ). The sectored colonies were derived from the same strains (FM1873 and 373 MD684) used for our single-colony analysis. A crossover or RUPD can produce a red/white 374 sectored colony. However, to select for such events, both FM1873 and MD684 contained a 375 heterozygous can1-100 marker located allelically to the SUP4-o insertion and a gene 376 encoding hygromycin resistance (hph) located distal to the can1-100 insertion (Fig. 5A ). The 
383
Following exposure of FM1873 and MD684 to 37 ºC, we found 242 red/white Can R 384 sector colonies, 43 of which had the sectoring pattern for the hph marker suggestive of RCO 385 or RUPD events. We found both RCO and RUPD events in two-thirds of these colonies 386 (Table S2 ). The rate of RUPDs in cells of FM1873 and MD684 treated for 6 h at 37 ºC was 387 the same, 1.1 x 10 -5 /division; the rate of RUPD in cells of FM1873 that were not exposed to 388 37 ºC was 1 x 10 -6 . The rate of RCO in FM1873 cells treated at 37 ºC was 2.7 x 10 -6 ; no RCO 389 events were observed in MD684. In an isogenic wild-type strain, the rates of RUPD and RCO 390 for chromosome V were 10 -7 and 1.6 x 10 -6 , respectively [42] . These results support the 391 conclusion that the top2 mutation results in a substantially elevated rate of RUPD (about 100-392 fold) and has little effect on the rate of RCO. 
412
We would like to point out there are many different strategies to abolish Top2 413 activity, from depleting the enzyme through degron systems to using catalytically dead 414 mutants. In between, there are a large collection of conditional thermosensitive alleles. Baxter 415 and Diffley [24] showed that depletion of Top2 had a different phenotype than expression of 416 a catalytically-dead enzyme. Depletion of Top2 did not lead to cell-cycle delays but did result 417 in lethal DNA damage during cytokinesis. In contrast, a mutation in the Top2 catalytic 418 20 domain resulted in arrest in G 2 /M as a consequence of DNA damage (nicks and gaps). The 419 absence of a G 2 /M arrest is also a common pattern of thermosensitive alleles [13, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , with 420 the remarkable exception of top2-B44 (F977L), which delays cells in G 2 /M through 421 activation of the spindle assembly checkpoint [26] . In addition, we must consider post-G 2 /M 422 delays since the NoCut checkpoint slows down cytokinesis under the presence of anaphase 423 bridges [43] . This was shown using the top2-4 allele, and this delay affects the synchrony of 424 the MC. We previously examined the kinetics of both completion of cytokinesis and severing 425 of anaphase bridges in top2-4 and top2-5 [25] . We found that the top2-5 strain severed the 426 bridge more efficiently and synchronously than top2-4, arguing that top2-5 is a better allele to 427 model top2 MC; hence, we used this allele to address the top2 MC. It would be interesting, On the short-term cytological consequences of the top2 mitotic catastrophe. 433 In this study we have adopted the term mitotic catastrophe (MC) in its broadest 434 cytological sense, referring to aberrant mitoses that are expected be deleterious for the 435 progeny based on the degree of observed abnormalities. It is worth mentioning that other 436 authors, especially those working with metazoans, restrict the MC term to death occurring in 437 mitosis after a mitotic insult [44, 45] . With this restriction in mind, MC in metazoans is a sort 438 of mitotic RCD. In our yeast experimental model with the top2-5 allele, death before 439 anaphase is insignificant since cells go through G 2 /M and anaphase as quickly as their TOP2 440 counterparts [25] . In nocodazole-treated cells, which arrest cells in G 2 /M, 40% cell death was 441 21 reported after 10 h in clonogenic assays [46] . This cell death was described to occur through 442 an RCD apoptosis-like mechanism. By contrast, our clonogenic assays showed that a sudden 443 drop in viability occurs between 3-6 h after Top2 inactivation ( Fig 1C) , about the time needed 444 for cells to complete telophase and cytokinesis on solid medium [25] . From the microcolony 445 experiments, we concluded that the ensuing top2-5 progeny are largely impaired in entering a 446 second cell cycle ( Fig 1A, B and 2) . This impairment can be partly alleviated in diploids, yet 447 only in the short-term (Fig 4) . This observation leads us to propose that gross genomic 448 imbalances prevent the immediate progeny from cell cycle progression. Taking into account 449 previous reports on the formation of anaphase bridges in top2-ts mutants [13, 25] and high 450 levels of chromosome missegregation [23], it appears logical that many of the haploid 451 progeny lose entire chromosomes containing essential genes. In addition, loss of essential 452 genes may reflect breakage of chromosomes at the bridge followed by loss of the distal 453 chromosome regions [11] . 454 Another possibility is that daughter cells immediately die upon the top2 MC through 455 an RCD program. This would imply that either anaphase/telophase cells or their immediate 456 progeny sense the MC and execute an RCD. Our results, however, argue against this 457 possibility. Firstly, many cells stained negative for death (PI) and apoptotic (annexin V) 458 markers, whereas they stained positive for metabolic activity (FUN1©), even after 24 h at 37 459 ºC. Secondly, the decline in cell vitality occurred slowly, linearly (asynchronously) and 460 asymmetrically (when comparing daughter cells that remained together after the MC).
461
Thirdly, Yca1/Mca1, the main RCD player in S. cerevisiae, does not regulate the vitality 462 declines. Even though there are other RCD proteins aside from Yca1/Mca1 [47, 48] , we point 463 out that that the pattern of cell death after the top2 MC is better explained through ACD.
464
Although we found intrinsic ROS production in a minor subset of the top2 MC progeny, and 465 22 this finding has been considered a marker of RCD [31, 49] , we hypothesize that, in our case, 466 ROS accumulation is a consequence of the steady decline of cell homeostasis. For instance, 467 ROS might arise from loss of nuclear genes involved in eliminating ROS in metabolically 468 active cells.
469
Comparing with previous studies, the events that lead to death after the top2 MC also observed oversized cells one day after the top2 MC (Fig 2A and D) , cell lysis was a rare 478 event and sorbitol did not improve cell viability (Fig 2D-F) . Therefore, we propose that the 479 secondary ACD observed after the top2 MC is the consequence of the steady decline of cell 480 homeostasis resulting from loss of essential genes.
482
On the long-term genetic consequences of the top2 mitotic catastrophe. 483 We have also compared the genomes of surviving diploids after 6h of Top2 484 inactivation. Even though we did not prove that all survivors came from a MC (i.e., they went 485 through anaphase), the results shown in Figs 1-5, together with previous findings [13, 24, 25] 486 lead us to conclude that most of these survivors likely came from a top2 MC. Indeed, many 487 23 of the observed chromosome variations and rearrangements can be best explained if cells go 488 through anaphase in the absence of proper sister chromatid disjunction [11] . One 489 interpretation of the strong bias for T-LOH events relative to I-LOH events (76 terminal and 490 3 interstitial) is that DSBs are repaired primarily through BIR (Fig.5E) [11, 51] . In many 491 previous studies, I-LOH represented a very significant fraction of the total LOH events. For DSBs generated by cytokinesis [11] .
496
According to a previous study [52] , the frequency of DSBs in top2 mutants is higher for Another genetic alteration that is consistent with sister chromatid non-disjunction at 511 the top2 MC is the elevated presence of trisomies. A straightforward explanation for this is 512 that the intertwining of sister chromatids in the top2 strains often results in their co-513 segregation into one of the daughter cells (Fig. 5E ). Although this type of non-disjunction 514 would be expected to create equal numbers of monosomic and trisomic strains, it is possible 515 that the monosomic strains have a competitive growth disadvantage and are, therefore, 516 selected against. In tel1 mec1 diploids, expected to enter anaphase with broken and/or 517 underreplicated chromosomes, trisomies were five times more common than monosomies Lastly, the 100-fold enrichment in RUPD after the top2 MC is also in agreement with 522 models of genomic instability generated by sister chromatid non-disjunction. Two models are 523 proposed for the generation of RUPD. One model involves two independent missegregation 524 events occurring in successive divisions. In the other model, segregation of the chromosomes 525 occurs in a manner similar to meiosis-I ( Figs. S7 and S8) . In wild-type cells, we demonstrated 526 that the second model is correct [42] . From our data in the current study, we cannot 527 distinguish between these models. The rate of a single non-disjunction event of chromosome 528 V in a top2 mutant is very high, about 3 x 10 -3 /division [23] . Thus, the likelihood of two 529 independent non-disjunction events in a single division is (3 x 10 -3 ) 2 or 10 -5 which is close to 530 our observed rate of RUPD in the top2-5 diploid. It is possible that both mechanisms 531 contribute to the high rate of RUPD observed in the top2-5 mutants. Another difference with 532 our earlier study [42] is the low frequency (18%) of sectors reflecting RUPD and RCO 533 recovered from the red/white Can R sector assay. In our previous study, almost all sectored 534 25 colonies reflected RCOs or RUPD events. It is likely that the high levels of aneuploidy 535 observed in the top2 mutants affects colony color by mechanisms unrelated to RCO or RUPD 536 events on chromosome V.
537
In conclusion, we have characterized the consequences for the progeny of depleting 538 yeast cells of Top2. We determined that the top2 mitotic catastrophe leads to the sudden loss 539 of the capability to divide again. Nevertheless, restrictions for cell division are not a 540 consequence of immediate cell death as the progeny remain alive for several hours. In 541 addition, survivors of the top2 mitotic catastrophe carry genomic footprints that point towards 542 sister chromatid non-disjunction and breakage of anaphase bridges as the source of the top2-543 driven genome instability. Overall, the top2-mediated mitotic catastrophe is highly 544 deleterious for the cell progeny but it might also bring about highly unstable surviving clones. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

546
Strain construction. 547 All strains used in this work are listed in Table S3 . Gene deletions were achieved 548 using standard PCR and transformation methods [25, 59] . To obtain the transformation 549 products, genomic DNA of the corresponding strain in the Euroscarf yeast haploid MATa 550 knockout collection was used as the PCR template. Primers used in the PCR bind 100-400 551 bps upstream and downstream the deleted gene ORF (Table S4 ).
552
The top2-5 isogenic homozygous diploid derivative was generated through a one-step 553 marker-free transformation approach that takes advantage of the α-factor hypersensitivity in 554 the haploid MATa bar1Δ genotype (a proof of concept is provided in Fig. S9 ). Further details 555 in supplemental information.
556
The top2-5 heterozygous diploids FM1873 and MD684 were obtained by crossing of 557 haploid strain top2-5 derivatives of PSL2 and PSL5 (see supplemental information). These 558 two strains are isogenic with W303-1A and YJM789, respectively, and have been engineered 559 to select and visually detect chromosome V rearrangements ( Fig 5A) [38]. W303-1A and 560 YJM789 differ by about 55,000 SNPs. Thus, these hybrid heterozygous diploids were also 561 used for genome-scale detection of chromosome rearrangements by SNP arrays (see below).
562
Unless stated otherwise, all strains were grown overnight in air orbital incubators at 563 25 ºC in rich YPD media (1% w/v of yeast extract, 2% w/v peptone and 2% w/v dextrose) 564 before every experiment. The time-lapse microcolony analyses were performed with a 40x long-range objective 575 mounted on a Leica LMD6000 direct microscope (details in supplemental information). The 576 cell density on the agar plate surface was set to 25 cells per 10,000 µm 2 . The cell volume of 577 the original mother cell in all three frames was calculated assuming a perfect sphere and 578 taking the cell diameter for calculations.
579
The single cell analysis by micromanipulation was performed on YPD plates with a 580 Singer Sporeplay tetrad microdissector (details in supplemental information). Just 12 cells 581 were harvested per plate in order to avoid prolonged incubations at 25º C at the beginning of 582 the experiment.
583
The segregation and morphology of the histone-labelled nucleus (H2A-GFP) was 584 analyzed by wide-field fluorescence videomicroscopy as described before [25] . Further 585 details in supplemental information. All the colorimetric and fluorometric assays to assess metabolic competence, ROS 589 production, and plasma membrane permeability were carried out in asynchronous logarithmic 590 cultures grown overnight at 25 ºC, adjusting the OD 600 to 0.2 and incubated them for 24 h at 591 37 ºC. Samples were taken at 0, 4 and 24 h and directly observed under the microscope. Analysis of genomic rearrangements using microarrays 609 Two similar protocols were used to expose heterozygous diploids to the top2-610 mediated MC. For both protocols, cells were grown in YPD to an optical density of 0.5-1. For 611 29 one set of experiments (marked as E1 in the tables in the text), the cells were struck for single 612 colonies on plates containing solid YPD medium, incubated for 6 hours at 37 ºC, then 613 incubated at room temperature until colonies had formed. For the second protocol, the cells 614 grown at room temperature were harvested by centrifugation, and resuspended in 37 ºC liquid 615 medium, followed by incubation for 6 hours at 37 ºC. Following this incubation, they were 616 struck on YPD plates and incubated at room temperature until colonies were formed. For 617 both protocols, the control cells were struck to room temperature YPD plates without 618 incubating them at 37 ºC. In experiments to detect sectored colonies, the YPD medium was 619 replaced with solid omission medium lacking arginine and containing 120 µg/ml canavanine 620 [39] . 621 We detected LOH events, aneuploidy and UPD using SNP-specific microarrays 622 similar to those used by [60] . The details of this procedure can be found in the supplemental 623 information and have been described before [36, 37] . In analysis of single-colony isolates, from the hybrid highly heterozygous (~55,000 SNPs) diploids used in this study. As 901 explained in the text, the genetic modifications applied in cV allowed for selection of 902 chromosome rearrangements. (B) G 1 /G 0 cells from the hybrid highly heterozygous top2-5 903 diploid FM1873 strain were micromanipulated, arrayed and treated as described in Figure 2C . 904 The capability of the immediate progeny to split apart and its relationship with overall 905 survivability is shown in the sunburst chart. (C) Clonogenic survival profile of FM1873 as 906 determined on low-density plates (mean ± s.e.m., n=3). The experimental procedure is 907 described in Figure 1D shown on the left side, and diagrams of the putative events producing these patterns are 912 shown on the right side. The number of specific events out of 118 total events is indicated.
913
For the microarray patterns, hybridization to SNPs specific to homologs derived from W303-
914
1A are shown in red, and hybridizations to SNPs specific to YJM789 are shown in blue. The anaphase, leading to an anaphase bridge between the mother (M) and its daughter (D1).
926
These bridges are quickly severed (at least in the top2-5 mutant [25]). The immediate 927 progeny coming from the top2 mitotic catastrophes (MCs) is largely unable to enter a new 928 cell cycle (do not re-bud) despite remaining metabolically active for many hours; hence, these 929 cells become senescent. Only ~25% of the original mothers re-bud once (D2) after the top2 930 MC. The long-term fate of most daughter cells is death. They will eventually die through 931 accidental cell death (ACD), as deduced from both the asynchrony and asymmetry of death 932 events and the lack of regulation by the death modulator Yca1(Mca1). The inability to enter a 933 new cell cycle is likely a consequence of both the massive DNA damage as a consequence of 934 bridge severing, and the misdistribution of essential genetic material coded on the 935 chromosome arms between the daughter cells. A small proportion of the progeny, especially 936 those cell that underwent a milder top2 MC (e.g., already in S/G 2 at the time of Top2 937 inactivation) survives to yield a population of cells with characteristic footprints of genomic 938 instability. Two of these footprints, terminal loss of heterozygosity (T-LOH) and uniparental 939 disomy (UPD) are expected outcomes from anaphase bridges. 
